Snider Named Norsemen Football Coach

Lee L. Snider, defensive coordinator for the past two seasons for the Southeastern High School in the Georgia Football League, has agreed to become the new head football coach at the University of Arkansas, Arkansas.

In addition to his duties as defensive coordinator, Snider also serves as a line coach for the Southeastern High School football team. He has been at Southeastern for the past six years, where he has coached both junior and senior teams.

The new head coach, according to Coach Snider, has been a leader in the development of the football program at Southeastern. Under his guidance, the team has shown a steady improvement in both offense and defense. In addition, Snider has been successful in recruiting talented players to the school, which has helped to raise the overall level of play.

Snider is a native of Arkansas and has been a resident of the state for most of his life. He attended Southeastern High School and later went on to receive a degree in education from the University of Arkansas. After graduating, he began his coaching career at Southeastern.

As head coach at Southeastern, Snider has been successful in developing a strong team culture, which has helped to create an environment in which players feel comfortable and motivated to perform at their best.

In conclusion, the appointment of Lee L. Snider as head coach at Southeastern High School is a testament to his dedication and commitment to the sport of football. His leadership and experience will undoubtedly help to take the team to new heights in the years to come.
Editorial

Vaccine Program To Resume Again

The swine flu vaccine was administered on the NCEO campus in 1967.

The nationwide swine flu vaccine program was suspended Dec. 16, after dozens of people who received the shots developed a sometimes paralyzing effect known as Guillain-Barre syndrome.

A report was released stating that there were 383 cases of Guillain-Barre found in 43 states since Oct. 1 and 13 people have died from it, 10 of whom were vaccinated against swine flu.

However, Dr. Theodore Cooper, assistant secretary for health in the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, seems to think that the program will be reinitiated soon.

"I would not be surprised if there is a great deal of skepticism," stated Dr. Cooper. "It seems to me that it may be right. On this campus several students were ill after taking the shot."

Of the 383 Guillain-Barre cases 202 people were vaccinated for swine flu, 166 people were not and it was not known if the remainder received shots.

With all this negative publicity anyone would be skeptical and perhaps with due cause. If the vaccine is "perverted" how many people would be willing to take the risk of possibly being inoculated with a "bad" batch of the vaccine?

An advisory panel of scientists and health experts will meet in Atlanta to consider whether to offer flu shots again in the near future.

Norse Wind Staff

Public Service Available Directly To White House

When a community or state had a problem the theory was to write your congressman. However, as Jimmy Carter steps into office he plans to be "AVAILABLE" for any sort of communication imaginable.

Now you can write directly to the president himself by sending your suggestions and comments to People, P.O. Box 26060, Washington D.C.

Over 5,000 letters poured into the Carter transition headquarters during the first week of this new service which officially began after New Year's.

Many of the suggestions received are constructive and actually helpful. The project has been to some degree, successful. It has been reported that 306 suggestions are being examined by a task force employed to sift through the incoming mail.

If writing isn't enough...the task force has suggested a toll-free phone line to the White House. To make the number easy to remember simply call PEANUTS.

One might wonder just what the president-elect Carter has opened himself up. The results from this new service will be interesting.

Carla Mapes

Norse Wind Wind
Jungman New Instructor

Frederick Jungman has joined the faculty of Northeastern A&M as an agriculture instructor for the spring semester, replacing J.C. Miller, who recently retired.

Before coming to Miami, Jungman did research work in the area of agricultural economics at Texas A&M.

Jungman’s work centered on studying the economic impact of pest control on crop yields and income of the farmers. The project, which was completed last year, was funded by the Texas Agricultural Experiment Station.

His interest in agriculture led him to join the Northeastern A&M faculty. Jungman, who has a master’s degree in agronomy, said he is excited about the opportunity to work with students and share his knowledge.

The approach to teaching at Northeastern A&M is different from what he experienced at Texas A&M, where he taught for 12 years.

Jungman said he is looking forward to teaching a course on crop management and to working with students on research projects.

He said he is impressed with the quality of the students and the faculty at Northeastern A&M.

“Jungman is a great addition to our faculty,” said Dr. Mark Long, the vice president for academic affairs. “We are excited to have him join our team.”

Profile

Top Students Recognized in Semester Dean’s List

Danie’s Honor Roll recognition went to the top 5 percent of students, and the highest grade point average went to the top 1 percent. The following students were recognized:

- Tony Johnson, biochemistry
- Emily Williams, mathematics
- John Smith, biology
- Sarah Brown, chemistry
- John Doe, English

Management Demanding Business

By Cherie Cunningham

``Business is the most dynamic field there is,” according to Larry Kent, Midland management marketing chairman.

``A study made around 1960 and 1980 showed that 20 percent of the people who were involved in management had been involved in business administration. It’s a fast-paced field, and it’s a dynamic field.”

Kent helps to fill the openings with students from Northeastern A&M’s management marketing program. Students are currently involved in a market research project for a local business.

``We are working with a local business on a market research project,” Kent said. “We are trying to determine the market potential for a new product.”
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Moore Guides Offense

By Steve Spearing

"I believe with the unit we have shown and the way we've been playing, we can do some pretty good things," New Mexico State head coach Bob Moore said Monday.

If anyone is doing so far, it is his team, which is 5-0 and outscoring its opponents by an average of 13 points per game. The Aggies have scored 184 points in their last four games.

Moore is one of the few coaches in the country who have been able to build a winning team around a group of young players. His team is led by senior guard Mike Solomon, who averages 18 points per game.

Moore said the Aggies' success has come from their teamwork and defense.

"We have a lot of guys who can score, but we also have a lot of guys who can defend," Moore said.

The Aggies have won five of their six games this season, with their only loss coming early in the season to Southern Methodist University.

Moore said he is proud of his team and its ability to come together as a unit.

"I'm proud of the guys we have," Moore said. "I think we're going to be a good team this year."
Rainwater Team Leader

By MARSH PETERS

Staff Writer

Many athletes take up a sport because they have friends or family members who do it. That is not the case with Beverly Rainwater. The senior was a natural for the Lady Norse.

"When you come from a country school, your kind of melded into playing basketball. I've been playing since the 10th grade. I didn't really go to school high school, but I had a lot of experience," said Rainwater.

Coach Bill Wilkins learned of Rainwater from NOS head coach Bob Rentac, who was referring to one of Schleis' games. He decided to come here because NOS has a good engineering school and the people here are real nice. Before I got here I didn't know what to expect but now that I've been here a year, I'm sure glad I came.

"I spent a lot of time working on my form, practicing. I didn't really have any help with it, but the time I got to college I already had my shot developed. I don't have a lot of time now, practice plus school plus work, I have to find time for games and some practice games," Rainwater explained.

The coaching staff was more than happy to have Rainwater, who was a shooting guard that was cut from the high school basketball squad that is behind the left side of the bench.

"I've seen the improvement from last year, the girls are definitely more serious about it now," said Rainwater.

Rainwater was optimistic about the team's success this year, saying, "I don't think we're in the best shape that we could be, but I think we're going to be fine. We have a good defense and we're going to make some improvements.

Norsemen Lose Close Decision To OCSW

After building a 19-point lead early in the first half, Northeastern's Ricky Nors men succeeded in knocking off the score of 85-80, 64 points against the Oklahoma City Norsemen at the University of Oklahoma Athletic Center on Saturday night.

Norseman Lexington in the lead for the first half, Northeastern Coach Bob Rentac continued to push the Norsemen to the lead with two goals, 22 points, and 13 rebounds. The Norsemen also held the lead for 38 minutes of the game against their opponents, the Oklahoma City Norsemen, who scored 32 points to the Norsemen's 28.

In the second half, Norsemen Coach Bob Rentac's strategy paid off, as the Norsemen scored 56 points to overtake the Oklahoma City Norsemen, who scored only 52. The Norsemen's lead was never in doubt, as they continued to dominate the game.

NORCE Gridders Sign Intentions

Proving higher educated and athletic abilities, several members of the 1967 Northeastern Gridders squad signed intentions to attend major universities this fall.

Defensive end Greg Carver, 5'11, 210, and linebacker J.C. Smith, 6-2, 230, signed with North Carolina State University. Carver is expected to start as a defensive end in the fall.

Defensive tackle Larry Landolphe, 5'11, 230, will attend the University of Notre Dame. He signed with the Irish.

Offensive tackle Larry Cervone, 5'11, 218, will attend Northeastern State University. He signed with the Norsemen.
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TACO WUT

First Thursday is TACO DAY

3 Tacos for $1.00

Dine In or Carry Out

542-1122
1227 N. Main

Quality Hot Food Speedy Service

Coke Hour
Monday Thru Friday
3:00 to 4:00 p.m.

GIBSON'S

1601 N. Main
542-8423
Miami, Oklahoma

"Where you buy the best for less"
Organizations

Enforcement Officers At Seminars

The criminal justice department of NDE and Oklahoma City University offer seminars in a series of short, noncredit courses for law enforcement officials in the surrounding area.

The series is sponsored by the Northeastern Ad Mal Equestrian Club of NDE, and the series will be held in the months of March, April, and May.

Photo by Vito Lauder

Debbie Krug Wins Contest

Press club salutes student recently with Debbie Krug, a sophomore from Hodson, earning Miss Calendar Girl of 1977.

Miss Krug, sponsored by the Home Town Press, competed against twelve other calendar girls in a series of tests to earn the title. Debbie is a member of the Press Club.

The contest was held last night in the Press Club, receiving a large turn out.

Other calendar girls participating in the contest included Doreen Sylvester, Alisa, Kathleen Williams, Mary Jo, Cheryl Williams, Mary Jo, Cheryl Williams, and Jennifer Beverly.

We are planning various activities during the coming semester. Some of these are field trips, parties, and different studies for the students, said Rev. Dan Epperson of the News Department.

Selection of calendar girls was on appearance, leadership, and enthusiasm. Each girl and her organization sold calendar cards, with every one towards the overall calendar girl.

NCM

The North Central Missouri student government is planning various activities during the coming semester. Some of these are field trips, parties, and different studies for the students, said Rev. Dan Epperson of the News Department.

St. Germaine University Union agrees to plan an annual calendar girl pageant.

We are planning various activities during the coming semester. Some of these are field trips, parties, and different studies for the students, said Rev. Dan Epperson of the News Department.

Class Produces Tape

Members of the advanced visual development class will be producing a video tape of a children's story about different groups to show the physical, emotional, and social development as the child grows.

This tape, which is scheduled for March 17, will be shown at high school and other interested groups according to Marlene Edwards, instructor of the course.

Recently, NEACULS assisted the staff of Miami Baptist Hospital in a fund raising drive for the pediatrics department of the hospital. The money raised was used by NEACULS to purchase equipment for the pediatrics wing of the hospital.
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